Sexually Responsive Woman Kronhausen Phyllis
feminist writings - muse.jhu - 97 preface to the sexually responsive woman by simone de beauvoir notes
by marybeth timmermann the doctors kronhausen have written a forthright, courageous, and highly reviews
and abstracts - tandfonline - phillys and eberhard kronhausen: the sexually responsive woman. grove
press, new york, 1964. 255 pgs. price $5.95. this is an unusually honest, up to date, and outspoken book about
female sexuality. although previously the kronhausens were much too biased by their psychoanalytic
backgrounds, they have now thrown off the shackles of analytic orthodoxy and even write that "one can only
hope that ... our bodies, ourselves and the work of writing - riseup - at that time, a woman searching for
recent health texts might find sherwin kaufman’s the ageless woman: menopause, hormones, and the quest
for youth, a long advertisement for hormone replacement the influence of non-sexual cues, sexual
explicitness and ... - university of massachusetts amherst scholarworks@umass amherst doctoral
dissertations 1896 - february 2014 1-1-1972 the influence of non-sexual cues, sexual
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